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Introduction

Research Questions

As part of the Get the Facts Out (GFO) project we are developing and testing the

visual and written aspects of teacher recruitment materials with students and

faculty with the goal of creating emotionally compelling and accurate resources

for faculty to use when recruiting future teachers.

1. What written and visual materials work best for improving perceptions of the 

teaching profession and thereby recruiting future STEM teachers? 

2. Do location or demographics play a role in the success of written and visual 

materials? 

3. Do faculty and students react differently to written and visual materials? 
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” How interested are you in being a middle or high 
school teacher?” Undergraduate responses by major 

[6]

Development
Phase I: Initial Development and Testing

• Developed “Did you know…” statements and taglines to counter the misperceptions

identified during the development of a student perceptions survey called the Perceptions of
Teaching as a Profession (PTaP).

• Conducted initial interviews with students at two IHEs in Colorado, followed by a survey of
over 150 STEM undergraduates to identify the most effective written materials.

• Conducted 13 additional interviews to identify engaging images and test the “look and feel”
of our materials.

• Further refined materials with help from a marketing expert and identified additional

misperceptions held by faculty through faculty interviews for the development of a faculty

perceptions survey.

Phase II: Focus Groups at Diverse Institutions
• Tested these refined materials via focus groups of faculty and of students at four diverse

IHEs:

o The Colorado School of Mines

o California State University – Long Beach

o Chicago State University

o West Virginia University

• In total, 28 faculty and 34 students participated in 9 focus groups to test about 50 written

statements and 9 images.

Samples of Written Recruitment Materials
• ”Did you know… That there are student loan forgiveness programs and scholarships for math 

and science teachers?” 

• “Did you know… Most teaching jobs have better retirement benefits than private industry?”

• “Did you know… You can get a job almost anywhere as a science or math teacher?” 

• “Inspire young minds. Teach science.”

• “Blow minds! Teach science.”

• “Those who can, do. Those who can also inspire, teach!”

• “Engineers make Bridges - Artists make Paintings - Scientists make Rockets - But Teachers 

make them All.”

Results
Phase I Results

• We identified 14 strong “Did you know…” statements, and only 4-6 decent 

taglines.
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Conclusions and Future Work
• We plan to create a national survey to send to universities across the

country.

• We have found that our materials generally increase opinions of the

teaching profession, although factors such as negativity or less engaging
images will decrease effectiveness.

• We hope that our creation of ready-to-go, research-based teacher
recruitment materials will ultimately help solve the national STEM teacher

shortage.

TABLE I. Institutional Statistics. Total student enrollment, racial demographics, and highest
degrees offered in physics, chemistry, and math at the four institutions at which focus groups were
conducted.

Institution Enrollment Hispanic Black Asian White Two+ Phys
/Chem

Math

Chicago State 
University 2,029 8% 75% 1% 3% 0% B.S. M.S.

Colorado School of 
Mines 4,794 7% 1% 5% 75% 5% Ph.D. Ph.D.

West Virginia 
University

California State 
University – Long 

Beach

22,504

31,351

4%

39%

5%

4%

1%

23%

81%

19%

3%

5%

Ph.D.

M.S.

Ph.D.

M.S.
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• The United States is facing a serious shortage of qualified middle and high school teachers in the

STEM disciplines (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) [1].

• This leads to lowered retention rates for college STEM majors [3,4] and ultimately creates a

shortage of qualified college graduates to meet growing demands for STEM majors in the

workforce [5].

Motivation

• Students have a strong preference for the

presentation of teaching as a serious
career option, similar to the U.S. Army

marketing approach.

o Faculty preferred group work shots

featuring underrepresented subjects
(e.g. women and minorities).

o Students preferred real shots of

smiling, excited people, featuring

teachers teaching, and had a strong

aversion to stock photos.

Phase II Results
• Focus group results varied slightly by location, and moderately between

students and faculty.

• Any negativity about the teaching profession was received poorly,

especially by students.

o Those who can, do. Those who can also inspire, teach!
• Faculty and students had differing responses to written and visual materials.

o Did you know… Teaching is highly complex and engaging work? tested

well with faculty, but very poorly with students.

• We found weak correlations in our focus groups between demographics and

preferred visual materials.

o Photos featuring African Americans tested well in Chicago and Long

Beach, but were seen as stock photos in West Virginia.

• A recent study revealed that about half
of STEM majors at US universities report

some level of interest in becoming a
middle or high school teacher [6].

• However, the majority of interested

STEM majors do not pursue a career in

teaching; 66% of chemistry teachers,

63% of physics teachers, and 38% of

math teachers either do not have a
major in their field or do not have

certification [7].

• Recent research suggests that this

apparent contradiction is largely the

result of misperceptions about the

teaching profession among college

students and faculty [8, 9].

TABLE II. Student reactions to select
taglines, based on focus groups conducted at
Chicago State University, California State
University – Long Beach, and West Virginia
University.

Written 
Material Tested

% 
Decr.

% 
Neut.

% 
Incr.

Inspire young 
minds. Teach 
science. 

0 6 94

Be happy. Teach 
science. 

12 47 41

Those who can, 
do. Those who 
can also inspire, 
teach! 

50 12.5 37.5

Sample images tested with faculty and students 
for use in brochures and on posters


